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X.—NOTES.
ADVERTISEMENT OF WELBY PRIZE.
A prize of £50, to be called the Welby Prize, is offered for the best
treatise upon the following subject:—
" The causes of the present obscurity and confusion in psychological
and philosophical terminology, and the directions in which we may hope
for efficient practical remedy ".
Competition is open to those who, previously to 1st October, 1896,
have passed the examinations qualifying for a degree at some European
or American University.
The donor of the prize desires that general regard be had to the
classification of the various modes in which a word or other sign may be
said to possess ' meaning,' and to corresponding differences of method in
the conveyance or interpretation of ' meaning'. The committee of
award will consider the practical utility of the work submitted to them,
as of primary importance.
The Essays, which may be written in English, French or German,
must be typewritten and must extend at least to 25,000 words. They
should be headed by a motto, and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the name of the writer. They may be sent to any member
of the undersigned committee of award, and must reach their address not
later than 1st January, 1898. The right of publication of the successful
treatise is reserved.
Professor SULLY, 1 Portland Villas, East Heath Road,
Hampstead, London, N.W.
G. F. STOUT, University, Aberdeen, N.B.
Professor-TiTCHBNER, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.
Professor KJLPE, Wiirzburg, Germany.
Professeur EMILE BOIRAC, 27 rue de Berlin, Paris.
TO THE EDITOR.
DEAR SIR,—May I point out an unfortunate oversight made by me on
pages 153 and 252 of Elements of Psychology edited from the lectures
of the late George Crooni Robertson ? The review there quoted from
contained in the pages of this journal and signed " Editor," was by the
present Editor and not by Robertson, who had before then resigned.
To the former I offer my sincere apologies. Neither Mr. Charles Robert-
son nor Mr. Whittaker is responsible for this mistake, the notes quoting
from the review having been inserted after they had seen the proofs.
Believe me,
Yours faithfully,
C. A. F. RHYS DAVIDS.
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